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ABSTRACT: As with the development of IT technologies, the amount of accumulated data is also increasing.  

Thus the role of data mining comes into pictures. Frequent pattern mining is an essential data mining, with a 

goal of discovering knowledge in the form of repeated pattern. Association rule mining remains a very 

popular and effective method to extract meaningful information from large datasets. It tries to find likely 

associations among items in large transaction based datasets. In order to create these associations, frequent 

patterns have to be generated. The "Apriori" algorithm beside with its set of enhanced variants, which were 

one of the earliest proposed frequent pattern generation algorithms still remain a preferred choice due to 

their ease of implementation and natural tendency to be parallelized. In this paper we have presented an 

efficient Map Reduce Apriori algorithm based on Hadoop. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the well-organized discovery of previously unknown patterns in huge datasets. It has 

attracted a lot of attention from both research and commercial communities for finding interesting 

information concealed in large datasets. One of the most important areas of data mining is association rule 

mining; its task is to find all subsets of items which frequently come about and the affiliation between them 

by using two main steps: finding frequent itemsets (core step) and generating association rules. The data-set 

collected may be from heterogeneous sources and may be structured or unstructured data. dealing out such 

data generate useful patterns from which knowledge can be extracted.  The overall goal of data mining is to 

extract knowledge from an existing data-set and renovate it into a human-understandable structure for 

further use. [4],[6]This process  often referred to as Knowledge Discovery in data-sets (KDD).  The  process  

has  revolutionized  to move toward of  solving  the  intricate  real-world problems. KDD process consists of 

series of tasks like selection, pre-processing, transformation, data mining and interpretation.Parallel and 

distributed computing offer a potential solution for the above problems if the efficient and scalable parallel 

and distributed algorithm can be implemented. [8]Such easy and efficient implementation can be achieved 
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by using Hadoop-MapReduce model which is a programming model for easily and efficiently writing 

applications that process vast amount of data in-parallel on large clusters of service hardware in a reliable, 

fault-tolerance manner. [5]Mapreduce is based on two parts map and reduce. so in that we are taking input 

from user and passing it to mapping phase in that map phase takes data from user and convert it into 

standard format. then it pass output of map phase to reducer in the reducer phase Apriori algorithm is 

applied on data and output of each phase is of Apriori algorithm is displayed on screen, and finally it display 

frequent pattern on screen. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

SanketThakarea, SheetalRathi [1]  proposed 

The PrePost algorithm is one of well-known algorithms of frequent pattern mining. It is based on N-

listdata structure to mine frequent item-sets. however the performance of PrePost algorithm degrades when it 

comes to processing of huge amount of data. Hadoop is very well known technique for processing such large 

amount of data. This paper proposes the ImprovedPrePost algorithm which combines the features of Hadoop 

in order to process large data efficiently. Efficiency of PrePost algorithm is enhanced by implementing 

compressed PPC tree with the general tree technique and finding frequent itemsets without generating 

candidate itemsets. An architecture of the Improved PrePost algorithm with public cloud is proposed. The 

results show that asdataset size is increased, the Improved PrePost algorithm gives 60% better performance. 

RanaIshita,AmitRathod[2] proposed 

Data mining is a Process of analysing data from different perspectives and abbreviating it into useful 

information. mining has evolved in to an important area of research because of the theoretical challenges and 

practical applications linked with the problem of discovering motivating and previously unknown 

knowledge from realworld databases. There are many technique of data mining such as Classification, 

Clustering, Association rule mining, Regression, text mining, web mining  etc. 

Shrikanth Narayanan, AyushJaiswal,Yao-Yi  Chiang, YanhuiGeng, Craig A. Knoblock, 

PedroSzekely, [3] proposed 

Data mining tasks typically require considerable effort in data preparation to find,  transform,  

integrate  and  prepare  the  data  for  the  relevant  data  mining tools.  In addition, the work performed in 

data research is regularly not recorded and is difficult to replicate from the raw data.  In this they present an 

integrated approach to data preparation and data mining that combines the two steps into a solo included 

process and maintains detailed metadata  about  the  data  sources,  the  steps  in  the  process,  and  the  

resultant learn classifier produced from data mining algorithms.  We present results on an example situation, 

which shows that our approach provides significant fall in the time in takes to perform a data mining task. 

Ms.AnkitaParmar, Mr. Kamal Sutaria, Mr.Krutarth Joshi,[4] proposed 

Frequent pattern mining has been a focused theme in data mining research for over a decade. 

Abundant literature has been devoted to this research and tremendous progress has been made, ranging from 

proficient and scalable algorithms for randomly occurred item sets mining in transaction databases to 
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numerous research frontiers, such as chronological pattern mining, ordered pattern mining, correlation 

mining, associative classification, and frequent pattern-based clustering, as well as their broad applications. 

This paper proposes, a novel technique for more proficient pattern mining. Our method find frequent 1-

itemset and then uses the heap tree sorting we are generating frequent patterns, so that many. We present 

proficient techniques to implement the new approach. 

David C. Anastasiu and Jeremy Iverson and Shaden Smith and GeorgeKarypis[5] proposed 

Frequent pattern mining is an crucial data mining task, with a goal of discovering knowledge in the 

form ofrepeated patterns. Many efficient pattern mining algorithms have been discovered in the last two 

decades, yet most do not scale to the type of data we are offered with today, the so called Big Data". 

Scalable parallel algorithms embrace the key to solve the problem in this situation In this chapter, we review 

recent advances in parallel frequent pattern mining, analysing them through the Big Data lens. We identify 

three areas as challenges to designing parallel frequent pattern mining algorithms: memory scalability, job 

partitioning, and load matching. With  these challenges as a border of reference, we extract and describe key 

algorithmic design patterns from the wealth of research conducted in this domain. 

PareshTanna, YogeshGhodasara, [6] proposed 

The frequent pattern mining algorithms determine the frequent patterns from a database. Mining 

frequent itemset is very primary part of association rule mining. Many algorithms invented from last many 

decades including majors are Apriori, Direct Hashing and Pruning, FP-Growth, ECLAT etc. The aim of this 

study is to analyze the alive techniques for mining repeated patterns and evaluate the performance of them 

by comparing Apriori and DHP algorithms in terms of candidate production, database and transaction 

pruning. This creates a basis to develop newer algorithm for frequent pattern mining. 

Sunil Joshi, Dr. R. S .Jadon, Dr. R. C. Jain,[7] proposed 

In this paper, we thoroughly explore the search space of frequent patterns mining and characterize 

database in transposed form. We developed an algorithm (termed DFPMT) for mining frequent patterns 

which used Dynamic function for Longest Common Subsequence. The main distinguishing factors among 

the planned schemes is the database stores in transposed form and in each iteration database is sort /reduce 

by generating LCS of transaction id for each pattern. Our solutions provide quicker result. A quantitative 

exploration of these tradeoffs is conducted through an extensive tentative study on synthetic and real-life 

data sets. 

AnuragChoubey ,Dr.Ravindra Patel and Dr. J.L. Rana,[8] proposed 

Association rule mining is a function of data mining study area and frequent pattern mining is an 

necessary part of it. Most of the previous studies on mining frequent patterns based on an Aprioriapproach, 

which required more number of database scans and operations for including pattern supports in the database. 

Since the size of each set of transaction may be enormous that it makes difficult to perform traditional data 

mining tasks. This study intends to suggest a graph structure that captures only those itemsets that needs to 

define a sufficiently vast dataset into a submatrix representing important weights and does not give any 

chance to outliers. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  

 As data is growing increasingly day by day, handling such large amount of real time data is 

challenging job. This data may be in  structured, unstructured or semi-structured form. Such as it may 

consist of tables, images, videos,Audios,Graphs etc. So handling these data for processing in future is 

challenging issue. The data must consistent, available,integrable form to get used for future analysis. 

Maintaining security of such data is also one of the major task. These data is used to find meaningful 

information which is used for future business strategies. These information extracted from huge amount of 

data is used for decision making to increase overall growth of business. So mining such large data to get 

meaningful information is challenging task and for that we are using MapReduce strategy for processing 

such large amount of data. MapReduce process large data in minimum time and avoid duplication from data. 

This MapReduce concept based on two phases Map and Reduce. 
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min.support

Step1:
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    Fig 1. System Architecture. 
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IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

1) Hadoop 

The Apache Hadoop project develops open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed 

computing. The Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that allow for the scattered dealing out of 

large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models. [3]It is designed to scale up 

from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. We used Hadoop 

2.7.3 in our proposed system. 

The project includes these modules: 

1)Hadoop Common: The common utilities that support the other Hadoop modules. 

2)Hadoop MapReduce: It has two phases Map &Reduce.  

Other Hadoop-related projects at Apache include:    

  Ambari, Zookeeper, Hive, Cassendra, Hbase. 

 

2) JAVA (jdk 1.8): 

  Java is aset of computer software and specification developed by Sun micro system. Which was 

later acquired by Oracle corporation that provide a system for developing application software and 

deploying it in cross platform developing environment. The java development kit is a sun product aimed 

java developer. It widely used java SDK. It contains full copy of java runtime environment tool.In our 

proposed system we used Java 1.8. 

 

3) Eclipse: 

Ecipse is integrated development environment used in computer programming and most widely used 

java IDE it contains base workspace and extensible plugin system for customizing the environment. Eclipse 

is mostly written in java.and its primary use is developing java application. There are various versions of 

Eclipse such as Callisto(2006,3.2),Europa(2007,3.3), Ganymede(2008,3.4), 

Juno(2012,3.8&4.2),Neon(2016,4.6) etc. we used Neon version in our proposed system. 

 

4) Apriori Algorithm: 
The Apriori algorithm invented by Agrawal and Srikant in 1994. Apriori is designed to operate 

on databases containing transactions (for example, collections of items bought by customers, or details of a 

website frequentation. [6][7]Apriori uses a "bottom up" approach, where frequent subsets are extended one 

item at a time (a step known as candidate generation), and groups of candidates are tested alongside of data. 

The algorithm terminates when no extra successful extensions are found. Apriori uses breadth-first 

search and a Hash tree structure to count candidate item sets efficiently. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadth-first_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadth-first_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_tree_(persistent_data_structure)
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Pass 1 

produce the candidate itemsets in C1 

Save the repeated itemsets in L1 

Pass k 

Generate the candidate itemsets in Ck from the frequent itemsets in Lk-1 

Join Lk-1 p with Lk-1q,as follows:  

   put in into Ck  

   select p.item1, p.item2, . . . , p.itemk-1, q.itemk-1  

   from Lk-1 p, Lk-1q  

   where p.item1 = q.item1, . . . p.itemk-2 = q.itemk-2, p.itemk-1 < q.itemk-1 

  create all (k-1)-subsets from the candidate itemsets in Ck 

discard all candidate itemsets from Ck where some (k-1)-subset of the candidate itemset is not in the 

 frequent itemset Lk-1 

Scanthe transaction database to determine the support for each candidate itemset in Ck 

Save the frequent itemsets in Lk 

 

V. WORKING OF OUR PROJECT: 

Frequent pattern mining is used for mining most randomly or frequently occurred items from large 

amount of data. For example finding frequently purchased items from customer in Datamart,in market 

basket analysis etc. to analyse interest of customers. There are number of techniques available in market and 

our project is one of them. We are implementing map reduce for mining frequently occurred data. 

Mapreduce is based on two parts map and reduce. MapReduce works on two strategies one is distributed 

method and another is single node method. So we are using single node method. In that we are taking input 

from user from and passing it to mapping phase in that map phase takes data from user and convert it into 

standard format such as array. then it pass output of map phase to reducer in that Apriori algorithm is 

applied on data and output of each phase is of Apriori algorithm is displayed on screen, and finally it display 

frequent pattern on screen. 

 

1. How map reduce works: 

 

Map reduce is used to handle large amount of data to process data in minimum time.. so in map 

stage it divide input on number of available system or processor. Then each available system apply frequent 

pattern mining algorithm on ata they have, each system works independently and generate output. After that 

those items who have largest output is taken by system and given to reducer phase. In reducer phase output 

of map phase taken and again frequent pattern mining algorithm is applied and finally frequent patterns are 

generated. 
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2. Mapreduce in our project: 

In our project mapreduce work on single node system. Where in mapping it just read data and 

convert it into standard format such as array. And in reducer phase Apriori algorithm is applied to find 

frequent patterns in data. User supposed to give inputdata set, output folder path where output of frequent 

pattern  mining is saved, and minimum support to calculate appearance of items in dataset.  

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

 

    Fig 2. Admin view 

 

The above figure consist of three things such as input dataset, output folder and minimum support. 

User have to choose input dataset from which they want to find frequent patterns, then output folder in 

which output (frequent patterns) is saved, and user have to give minimum support to count frequent items. 

 

 

 

Fig3:after taking input from user 

 Above figure shows when user gives input dataset and path of output folder and  

Minimum support. 
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Fig4:processing input 

 

After user done with giving input data, output folder path and minimum support, he have to click on 

(FIND) button to process data, after clicking on find it start process data by using map reduce and apriori 

algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Fig5: count of each item 

In above figure Apriori algorithm find occurrence of each item in overall data set. The above figure 

shows occurrence of each item in dataset. The items which occurred more than given minimum support are 

considered for further processing. 
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Fig6: count of two pairs 

 

In above figure  Apriori algorithm pair each item with other item and search occurrence of that pairs 

in overall transaction. The figure shows pair of itemset with there count in dataset. If the pair occurred more 

than given support are only consider for further process.   

 

Fig6: Output with three pair of itemset with count 
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In above figure pair of three items are considered, these three pairs combination are taken from 

previous step. So three items are combined to form pair and how many times those items are occurred in 

dataset is considered. The figure shows occurrenceof pairs in given dataset with there count.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed frequent pattern mining based on hadoop using Apriori algorithm on 

single node system. By using two important part of hadoop such as Map and Reduce we try to 

implement system.In Future work it is possible to propose same system in Distributed manner. Where to 

deal with large data that data is distributed on number of machines to process it in minimum amount of time.  
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